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Design semantics of connections
in a smart home environment

Abstract

1 Introduction

As the environments in which we live become more
intelligent— through more computational power,
embedded sensors and network connections between
the devices that reside in the environment—there is
a risk of leaving its users clueless about what is going
on. User interaction changes from interaction with a
single device into interaction with a larger system—
an ecology of things. Physical things are becoming
mediators between the physical world and the digital,
invisible world that is inside and behind them. The work
we present in this article is part of ongoing academic
research on using explicit design semantics to convey
abstracted models of connections between devices
in a smart home environment. This enables users to
understand and construct meaningful mental models of
the smart environment and interact with it accordingly.
We illustrate our ﬁndings by presenting a demonstrator
that gives users physical control over invisible, wireless
connections between devices in a home entertainment
scenario.

As computers are disappearing into smart environments,
like envisioned by the “Ambient Intelligence” paradigm
[1], novel human-computer interactions will be
needed to deal with the complexity of such hybrid
environments, merging the physical with the digital.
Ambient Intelligence envisions digital environments to
be sensitive, adaptive, and responsive to the presence
of people, and will change the way people will interact,
not only with the environment itself, but also with the
interactive multimedia through the environment [1].
Over a decade of research has lead to several
interesting interaction paradigms such as tangible
interaction, augmented reality and mixed reality.
Already in 1997, Ullmer and Ishii [2] introduced their
vision on a new interaction paradigm for Ubiquitous
Computing. By providing physical handles for digital
information, users can use the senses and skills that
people developed during millennia of interacting with
physical objects [2].
Other related work presents solutions for simplifying
conﬁguration tasks of in-home networks by creating
virtual “wires” between physical objects like memory
cards [3] that can interconnect devices. Others propose
to introduce tags, tokens and containers [4, 5] for
tangible information exchange. Concepts like “pick-anddrop” [6] and “select-and-point” [7] are used to manage
connections and data exchange between computers and
networked devices, and augmented reality solutions
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are considered [8]. The introduction of near ﬁeld
communication, using a near ﬁeld channel like radiofrequency identiﬁcation or infrared communication,
allows for direct manipulation of wireless network
connections by means of proximal interactions [9].
Related work is not limited to the network
conﬁguration tasks themselves. Visual metaphors to
show the progress of making short distance wireless
connections, such as Bluetooth pairing, and the
affordances and aesthetics of making connections by
physical contact between devices are investigated in [10].
What sets the work presented in this article apart
from many of the earlier “Tangible User Interface”
concepts is our focus on connections. Instead of giving
digital information physical containers/representations
as done in many tangible user interfaces, we allow
for exploration and manipulation of the connections
“carrying” digital information (pipelines instead
of buckets). We see these connections as both
real “physical” connections (e.g. wired or wireless
connections that exist in the real world) and “mental”
conceptual connections that seem to be there from a
user’s perspective, and their context (what things they
connect) is pivotal for their meaning. We aim to enable
users to explore and make conﬁgurations on a high
semantic level without bothering them with low-level
details. We believe this can be achieved by making use
of Semantic Web technologies and ontologies in an
interoperability platform as proposed by the SOFIA
project (http://www.soﬁa-project.eu/). Such a platform
could be used to support semantic interaction in a
smart home environment [11].
For users to truly beneﬁt from smart environments
it is necessary that users are able to make sense of
such an environment. One way of facilitating this
“sense making” is through design. Things make sense
to users in different ways, by use and functioning, by
appearing in language and human communication and
social use [12]. If we look at meaning from an Internet
of Things point-of-view, physical connections between
artefacts, and conceptual and metaphorical connections
play an important role. Artefacts can be physically
connected by wired or wireless communication,
but people also tend to group artefacts that are not
physically connected together by ﬁnding resemblances
in their meaning. In smart environments with many
interconnected and interoperable objects—hiding
their physical connections—these conceptual and

metaphorical connections become even more valuable,
and maybe even crucial for the understanding of a smart
environment. Without this understanding there is the
risk of engendering a mismatch between the system’s
model of interaction and the user’s mental model of
the system. In these conditions, using explicit design
semantics can be used to help users to construct helpful
mental models, in order to minimize system and user
model mismatches.
Our research is centered around developing
visualization and interaction techniques for semantic
connections/interactions, to support information
presentation and to increase information and service
awareness. Additionally, focus will be on user
conceptual models, and developing ways to represent
the conﬁguration of, and information exchanged within
a smart home environment. It is key is to make proper
abstractions of the network conﬁguration, information
exchange and available services, helping users to
construct helpful mental models to understand a smart
environment. When having a proper understanding of
the smart environment and an increased awareness
and manageability of available services, we envision a
better user experience and a higher user acceptance.
Design theory like product semantics is utilized to ﬁnd
handles for these new interactions [12, 13], and will be
used to design meaningful objects and interactions. This
will enable users to interact with a smart environment,
through interaction with interactive objects.

2 Product semantics
Product semantics is a theory about how products
acquire meaning. Product semantics was deﬁned by
Krippendorff and Butter in [14] as being both:
“A systematic inquiry in how people attribute meanings
to artefacts and interact with them accordingly.”
and
“A vocabulary and methodology for designing artefacts in
view of the meanings they could acquire for their users and
the communities of their stakeholders.”
Product semantics shares many concepts with semiotics,
the theory of signs [15]. Within the context of smart
environments, an increasing amount of automation
and increasing interconnectedness will have a negative
impact on the meaningfulness of products. Of course,
our understanding of products, and the way they
acquire meaning, will also change. Nevertheless, in the
envisioned smart environments, we need to provide
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users with handles and clues to make them understand what is happening and allow them to be and
feel in control.
The origin of many of the problems that arise lies
in the difference in nature of, or more precisely in
the incompatibility of the physical world we live in,
and the invisible world within our products. In order
to understand products and systems, we develop a
conceptual model of how we believe things work and
how they should be used. These User Conceptual
Models (UCMs) as deﬁned in [12] are usually an
approximation or simpliﬁcation of reality. This means
that these models are often incomplete and different
from reality, but as long as they work for the users
they do not need to be true. As long as the underlying
mechanisms of the working of products are simple and
reside in the physical world, they have a bigger chance
to be understood and to make sense, and thus have
meaning to their users.
Traditionally, product semantics is mainly concerned
with physical objects. But meaning arises at different
levels. In order to design for sense making, we need
to look for references and resemblances between the
new and known concepts. We distinguish between ﬁrst
usage (ratio facilis) and second usage (ratio difficilis) [16].
If we want to understand the semantics of the desktop
computer, as it exists nowadays, we need to look back
to the context in which it was originally introduced.
Computers needed instructions; in the time of the ﬁrst
personal computers instructions to them were given
by text input. That is why keyboards are so close to
typewriters. To be able to output something we gave
them a possibility to write back; having a display, as we
knew it from early TVs seemed logical. But also in the
interaction with computers, the desktop metaphor was
introduced, and our hand to “physically” move things
on our digital desktop was represented by the pointer
of a computer mouse, the digital extension of our hand.
Metaphorical connections are strong and welcome if we
need to shape new, unknown concepts. But there might
be different and better ways of making sense (p. 5 of [17]):
“The essence of a metaphor is understanding and
experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another.”
If we have a look at the innovation smart
environments promise, the step forward would
be improved interoperability and the added value
this interconnectedness and information exchange
offers. Important to note is that this added value is
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an addition to the existing, basic functionality of the
devices. An example of this can be found in [18], where
interoperability between existing applications (exercise
monitor, computer game, phone and media player)
enables a scenario where a game called SuperTux would
award extra lives for exercising (using an exercise
monitor), a mood renderer embedded in a media player
would play music depending on the game’s state, and
the game and media player would react accordingly
if the person received a call. Additionally, connecting
smart devices to one another makes it possible to
support high-level services that would usually involve
multiple steps on multiple devices. From a user’s point
of view, streaming music from a mobile device to a
home entertainment system is a single high-level task.
In practice there are multiple steps involved, and if
the devices involved are from different manufacturers,
the user needs to learn the operational details of each
device interface in order to perform the task.
But how will these additional, high-level services make
themselves known to their (prospective) users? How
will users discover the newly enabled functionality
and how will they decide what they want, but most
important, what they do not want? In order to make
sense of the added functionality and new services the
smart space brings the users, they should be able to
manage it. And in order to manage it, they should be
able to, to a certain degree, understand it. For example:
in order to use a vacuum cleaner one should know
how to use it and understand that the power cord
needs to be connected to a working power socket for
it to function. One does not need to understand how
an electromotor works; neither does one need to
understand the physics of electricity.
We can ﬁnd meaning in different layers. We can ﬁnd
meaning in the appearance of a product, informing us
about the function of the product. But there is also
meaning in the appearance of artefacts in language (e.g.
vacuum cleaner; meaning something that cleans using a
vacuum, or suction). This type of meaning has its roots
in conventions and metaphors, and can be analyzed
with the study of semiotics. At interaction level we
ﬁnd another level of semantics; concepts like feedback,
feedforward and ecological perception (affordance) [19]
play an important role here. Affordance is the property
of an object that appeals to our sensory-motor skills,
like a doorhandle that “affords” to be grabbed and a
chair that “affords” to be sit on. When the insights of

normal usage, as it is not of your concern when using
it to clean. Now, how can we use this semantic design
knowledge in order to design meaningful interfaces
for smart environments? Or how do we reveal new
possibilities in a meaningful way, when a new smart
device enters a smart space?

3 Design case

Fig. 1. The demonstrator in action
Additionally, it keeps the interaction simple and information
load for the users limited and therefore might allow for
a more aesthetic and pleasing interaction. A video of the
demonstrator in a simple home entertainment scenario is
available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdZcjqfq8RQ.

ecological perception were introduced into design, it
fueled the design community to try and solve many
usability problems. It was also adopted as a key element
for what was called a direct approach. In this view, the
meaning of things is created in action and feedforward
and inherent feedback are considered key in making
the abstract concepts in consumer products accessible
to users [20]. But we can also discriminate between
different physical layers of meaning. The appearance of a
vacuum cleaner itself informs us about its usage: wheels
to make it mobile, a hose and a telescopic tube with an
ending that seems suitable for moving it over the ﬂoor’s
surface while standing upright. But when we open it to
replace the dust-bag, there are physical clues about how
it ﬁts in there. However, these clues are hidden during

To illustrate the above-mentioned concepts and ideas,
we developed a demonstrator. This interaction tile
(ﬁgure 1), inspired by Kalanithi and Merrill’s “Siftables”
[21], was designed to explore the connections and
connection possibilities and enable direct manipulation
by making simple spatial arrangements. The interaction
tile visualises the various connections by enabling
users to explore which objects are connected to one
another and what can be connected to what. Coloured
lighting and light dynamics visualize the connections and
connection possibilities between the various devices.
This is done by means of putting devices, or for nonmobile devices their representations, close to one of
the four sides of the tile. A user can check whether
there is a connection and if not, whether a connection
is possible. By simply picking up the tile and shaking it,
a user can make or break the connection between the
devices present at the interaction tile. The design of the
demonstrator allows for an “on-demand” visualisation
and manipulation of the connections. When there are
many connections in a smart home this is especially
desirable, since users will only be dealing with the
connections that matter to them at that moment.
We also expect that the rather active approach in
exploring the connections might help to explore the
smart space—and build a mental model of it—step
by step.
3.1 The scenario
“Mark is relaxing at home when his friend Dries arrives.
Dries comes with a portable music player loaded with
his favourite songs. He wants to play some of his recent
collections for Mark. Mark’s home is equipped with a
sophisticated surround sound system. They decide to
enjoy the music from the music player on the sound
system. Mark uses his Interaction Tile to see if he can
connect Dries’s music player to the sound system, which
is connected to the home network. The interaction tile
indicates that a connection is possible and Mark picks
up the tile and shakes it to make the connection.
Design and semantics of form and movement
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All the smart devices in the home have a cube-like
representation that can be used with the interaction
tile. The interaction tile shows the connection
possibilities with a high level of semantic abstraction,
hiding the complexity of the wired or wireless
networks. By interacting with the objects, semantic
connections can be built, redirected, cut or bypassed.
Dries starts streaming his music to the environment.
Now the room is full with Dries’s music and they both
enjoy listening to it. Recently Mark has installed an
ambient lighting system that can be connected to the
sound system and renders the mood of the music by
dynamic colour lighting in the room. Mark uses the
objects again to create another connection and now
the room is ﬁlled with Dries’s music and colourful
lighting effects.
Mark’s roommate Soﬁa comes back from work and
decides she wants to watch a movie on the TV. She
seems somewhat annoyed by the loud music. Mark and
Dries do not want to bother her and they again use
the objects to re-arrange the music stream. Now the
music is streamed to Mark’s portable music player while
also playing back at Dries’s. It is also connected to the
ambient lighting system directly, bypassing the sound
system. They both are enjoying the same music using
their own favourite earphones (and the colourful lighting
effects), but without loud music in the environment.
Now Soﬁa can enjoy her movie without any disturbing
music.”
From this scenario one can see that there are multiple
ways and different levels of interacting with the smart
devices in the environment. There are high-level
semantic interactions with the interaction tile (explore/
make/break connections) and also lower-level interactions
with the music player (play/pause/stop music).
3.2 Design semantics
The design semantics of the demonstrator are simple
and straightforward. The tile-shape shows clear clues
about orientation, e.g. what side should be placed
up. The four sides clearly show four possibilities for
placing objects near the tile; the size of each side
restricts the number of objects one can place close
to the tile. When an object is placed next to the tile,
the lights give immediate feedback when the object
is recognized (ﬁgure 2c). When multiple objects are
placed near the interaction tile, it will immediately show
the connection possibilities (feed forward) by lighting
52
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2. Meanings of lighting colour and dynamics: (a) Green solid
light means the devices present are connected; (b) Green,
pulsing light means the devices are currently not connected,
but can be connected; (c) Red solid light means device
recognised, a second device is necessary to show connections
or connection possibilities; (d) Red solid light means the
devices are recognised, but no connections or connection
possibilities exist; (e) Shows the possibility to use multiple
interaction tiles to look into connections in a more detailed
manner, however both (a) and (e) have the same meaning.

colour and dynamics. The lights’ colour coding is simple
and straightforward. Red colour means no connection
and no connection possibility (ﬁgure 2d); green colour
means there is an existing connection between the
devices present (ﬁgure 2a/e) and green pulsing means
that a connection is possible (ﬁgure 2b). To indicate
that the interaction tile did sense the ﬁrst object a
user places near, it shows a red colour at the side
the object was detected (ﬁgure 2c). Placing a second,
third and fourth object, the interaction tile shows
the lighting effect corresponding to their connection
capabilities. By simply picking up the tile, and shaking
it, the user can make or break the connection between
the devices present at the interaction tile. The result of
this action depends on the connection’s current state,
and the devices present; if the tile shows a connection
possibility, the action will result in a connection event.

Surround Sound System
speakers connected to notebook PC

Music Player
Nokia N 95

Notebook PC
acting as a server

Music Player
Nokia 5800 XpressMusic

Interaction Tile
Arduino-based / RFID

Fig. 3. An overview of the demonstrator

The same action performed when the tile shows
an existing connection will break the connection.
Although the expressiveness of the current
demonstrator is limited because of its neutral shape
and the use of single, multi colour Led lights, we see
opportunities for further development.
We aim to enable users to explore and manipulate the
connections within the smart space without having
to bother with the lower-level complexity of the
architecture. We envision this “user view” to be a
simpliﬁed view (model) of the actual architecture of the
smart space. Conceptually, the connections are carriers
of information; in this case they carry music. Depending
on the devices’ capabilities (e.g. audio/video input and/
or output) and their compatibility (input to output, but
no output to output), the interaction tile will show the
connection possibilities. In our current demonstrator
we do not distinguish between different types of data
since we are only dealing with audio, but it will be
inevitable in more complex scenarios.
We rely on the symbolic meaning of colour, green
colour meaning, “proceed” and red meaning the
opposite. Using the association of solid colour and

Ambient Lighting System
Arduino-based

pulsing colour with solid and dashed lines we aim
at referring to the “existence” of something and the
“possibility” of something. This something is a connection,
being invisible but with noticeable results (the sound
of music out of a loudspeaker that you just connected
to your MP3 player). We rely on iconic representation
for the cube-like objects representing a stationary
non-mobile device and on meaning resulting from
direct manipulation of these objects we just described,
representing other objects. People seem to be able to
work with all these different (in fact rather complex)
relationships at the same time, and our expectation is
that we need the richness of all these mechanisms to
successfully interact with our complex environments
and the envisioned smart environments of the future.
3.3 Realization
The interaction tile acts as an independent entity,
connected to the home-network. Figure 3 shows the
system architecture of the current setup.
The interaction tile consists of the following components:
- Arduino board;
- RFID reader (MiFare);
- multi-colour Led’s;
- accelerometer;
- vibration motor;
- piezoelectric speaker;
- magnetic switches.
Design and semantics of form and movement
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The demonstrator consists of the following devices:
-	media players (Nokia N95 and 5800 XpressMusic
smart phones);
- ambient lighting system (Bluetooth based);
-	sound system (speaker-set connected to notebook PC);
- notebook PC;
- interaction tile.

4 Discussion
With the design presented in this article we made the
invisible wireless connections visible. We also took it a
step further by enabling users to physically explore and
manipulate the connections. With this demonstrator
we are exploring intuitive and appropriate ways to
interact with the hidden digital world by enabling users
to explore and control connections between devices.
The current demonstrator helps us in deﬁning more
speciﬁc research questions and identifying key issues
in using product semantics theory, to design for
bridging the digital with the physical. Although simple,
this demonstrator does show that making high-level
semantic abstractions of normally low-level tasks has
the potential to allow for semantic interaction in homenetwork conﬁguration tasks.
Building this demonstrator also identiﬁed possibilities for
improvements and extensions. As previously discussed,
it currently does not distinguish between different types
of information exchanged, nor does it show directional
properties of the connections. By replacing the single
Led lights with Led arrays we could show the dynamics
of information ﬂow. Using additional colour coding could
show different types of connections (e.g. audio/video/
text), or it could have separated modes of operation,
where it only shows one type of connection at a time.
Although currently all devices are represented by cubes,
due to technological constraints, the cubes representing
the mobile devices could easily be replaced with actual
devices in future versions. When networking complexities
increase and the connections among more than four
devices should be explored/manipulated, multiple
interaction tiles can easily be combined. Besides these
observations, the demonstrator shows that even the
slightest and simple ways of giving feedback (lighting
colour and dynamics) can reveal meaningful information.
To what extent users can extract meaningful information
from the interactions with the smart space, and how
they can use it to build a suitable mental model for
understanding, is currently being evaluated.
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Adding constraints, as in limiting functionality, or not
using the full technological potential, is not necessarily
a bad thing. These constraints are essentially guides
and handles for users to understand what is possible
and what is not, or what should be done in alternative
ways. An example can be found in our implementation.
When there are more than two devices present at the
tile, indirect connections are also shown; in fact there
is no difference in the visualisation between direct and
indirect connections (as explained in ﬁgure 2a/e). To
explore these connections in more detail, one has to
explore and change the conﬁguration to see how things
are connected. It is a constant trade-off between the
richness of complexity vs. simplicity.
Recent work [21] shows the ongoing pursuit of making
digital information and content physical, to allow for
a natural way of accessing and controlling such data.
Bridging the digital and physical has been a topic of
research for over a decade. Although there is rich
potential in tangible interaction concepts, shortcomings
and tradeoffs are inevitable. One problem that emerges
is the trade-off between “generic” versus “task-speciﬁc”.
When introducing physical objects to represent digital
data, we need many physical objects that will have a
more or less ﬁxed physical shape. Very expressive
physical objects will inherently have a very speciﬁc use.
While very generic ones—like many objects featuring
graphical displays and buttons—are not very expressive,
and appeal less to our perceptual motor skills.
Another disadvantage of tangible computing is the
introduction of many new physical objects into the
environment. Leaving information in the digital world
has advantages—we do not always want to have physical
representations of all the information that we generate
in the virtual world, which would mean overcrowding
the physical space. A relatively unexplored approach
is to use the existing physical (electronic) objects and
devices in our interaction with the virtual world, going
beyond using their (touch) screen and or buttons to
interact with the information world. We propose to
use the physicality of the objects e.g. their context,
position and our usage of these object to generate
new interaction concepts. We also expect that the
physicality of the objects themselves and the context
in which they are used, are the main providers of
meaning. The connection created between a MP3 player
and a stereo set has a meaning in itself, because of the
resemblances in meaning of the two devices (being able

to play music). Putting a photo camera close to a smart
phone could mean the user would like to exchange
all, or maybe the most recent image between the two
devices. It is our challenge to not only make it happen
technically, but to enable users to express their desires
in a meaningful way.
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5 Future work
This research is to be considered a work-in-progress.
We will continue to develop research prototypes to
investigate new interaction mechanisms. We have
developed a more robust version of the interaction tile
and an alternative variation, which are currently being
evaluated in a user experiment.
Furthermore we will need to identify whether this way
of interaction can be generalized and applied in different
contexts in the home. Further research will attempt
to answer questions like: How do we handle increased
complexity? How should information about the
information/content that is exchanged be revealed and
how is control over the content provided? How can the
design of physical objects (appearance and behaviour)
enhance the creation of suitable mental models in users?
Where smart systems or environments try to predict
what the user is trying to accomplish, by being adaptive
and anticipatory, we need to identify ways to give the
users appropriate means to express themselves.
The possibilities, available services and information
that exist in the smart environment need to be
communicated in a meaningful way. Only if this is done
correctly will users be able to build helpful mental
models of the functionality the environment has to
offer, set goals and make plans on how to act.
By developing novel and meaningful interaction devices,
the user can then perform the necessary actions and
the system can in turn try to understand the user’s goals
and make the match to its internal models. We see a
vital role here for the theory of product semantics, the
study of how artefacts acquire their meaning and use its
theories to deﬁne common concepts and semantics.
We are currently also working on making the
match from the other side—the side of the smart
environment. By using technologies originating from the
Semantic Web vision and ontologies, to deﬁne common
concepts and relations, we might be able to make a
better match between system’s internal models of
interaction and the user’s mental model.
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